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The American artist and naturalist Titian Ramsay Peale II (1799–1885) had a passion for
butterflies, and throughout his long life he wrote and illustrated an ambitious and comprehensive
manuscript. The book, along with a companion volume on caterpillars, was never published, and
it resides today in the Rare Book Collection of the American Museum of Natural History in New
York. Now Peale’s color plates, lovingly prepared for the printer by the artist more than 100 years
ago, will be published for the first time in this beautiful volume. At last, Peale’s life work,
equivalent in scope and beauty to Audubon’s Birds of North America, will be available to a wide
audience. The book includes a foreword by Ellen V. Futter and text by Kenneth Haltman and
David A. Grimaldi that describes the art and science Peale brought to his extraordinary
work.Also see: The Butterflies of Titian Ramsay Peale Notecards (978-1-4197-1806-9), The
Butterflies of Titian Ramsay Peale Journal (978-1-4197-1805-2), and The Butterflies of Titian
Ramsay Peale 2016 Wall Calendar (978-1-4197-1754-3)  

“Titian Peale’s lost illustrations are finally seeing the light of day after a metamorphosis lasting
nearly 200 years.” (The New York Times)About the AuthorKenneth Haltman is H. Russell Pitman
Professor of Art History at the University of Oklahoma. David A. Grimaldi is Curator at the
American Museum of Natural History and the author of Evolution of the Insects. Ellen V. Futter is
President of The American Museum of Natural History. The American Museum of Natural
History in New York is one of the world’s preeminent scientific, educational, and cultural
institutions.
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Rebecca C., “Beautiful Book. This is a really pretty book. I bought it to add to my collection of
butterfly books. The illustrations are copies of Titian Peale’s Lost Manuscript, and they are really
fun to study, and the information is interesting.”

Merrily Baird, “Titian Peale's butterflies: a publishing and natural science triumph. On 25 August
the New York Times devoted more than half a page in its Tuesday "Science Times" to heralding
the imminent release of "The Butterflies of North America: Titian Peale's Lost Manuscript." That
review was positive and noted that the volume was "mainly an art volume." Even so, the
illustrated review could not adequately convey what a very extraordinary book the American
Museum of Natural History, working with the top-flight art publisher Abrams, has offered us at a
quite reasonable price.The book's several hundred color illustrations--lost to public view for 130
years after the death of Peale--are the star of the book. Also attractive are roughly a dozen page
reproductions of Peale's field notebooks and the two pages of a "Prospectus" he produced,
unsuccessfully it should be noted, to sell his study of the butterflies. Lifting the book beyond a
simply beautiful catalogue of butterfly and caterpillar paintings is new material added by experts,
chief among them Kenneth Haltman, who provided an excellent 13-page introduction. This
essay covers a history of Peale's butterfly study and a biography of the artist, as well as an
assessment of his work as a naturalist and the scientific quality of the butterfly illustrations. The
"Butterflies of North America" will appeal in the first instance to lovers of butterflies and
caterpillars. But it offers as well valuable information regarding the plants on which the insects
feed, and it should inspire all who rejoice in the natural world.”

noremac, “Masterful Waterclours. The Peale family, of Philadelphia, were all talented painters.
Titian's father painted the Portrait ofG. Washington, prints of which hang in many schoolrooms
across America. This collectionof  watercolour prints is ,simply put, MARVELOUS.”

Karen A. Parker, “A nice review of the beginning days of butterflies. Loved it! I learned a lot about
butterflies that I didn't know. Also I loved the old prints and drawings. Nice to look back at the
early days of butterflies.”

J. Hatfield, “Excellent full-color text of great beauty that is a must for the butterfly lover!. I love this
beautiful work that should be on the shelf of anyone who loves nature, in general, and butterflies,
in particular. My copy arrived with some slight damage as back book binding was pulling loose
from the book.”

Rachel Hischke, “Pictures are wonderful. Beautiful book, pictures are wonderful. If looking for
information on butterflies,  get a different book.”



Alex, “Great gift, she loves it. Bought as a gift. She loves it. Very definitive, great illustrations”

Bronte, “Nice book. Lovely book for a gift.I got it at a really good price!”

Ian M Gray, “Five Stars. Archival - but rather poor reproductions.”

The book by James Kavanagh has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 82 people have provided feedback.
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